
Academic 學術組 TASK 2 申論題(2) Argument Essay 題型示範 

以下將對應上篇文章所提到的架構來看我的 assignment. 
開頭及結尾段中的主體將會用顏色標出，表示這將是 model template 中應該替換之處. 
 
題目--  
In many countries, gay marriage is illegal. 
What are the arguments for and against? 
 
Introduction 
 
     The tide of gay marriage has ebbed and flowed over the past decade with no end in 
sight. Seeing that marriage locates squarely at the intersection of law, society and religion, 
the debate over the validity of homosexual marriage has abidingly been one of the most 
complicated,obscure and attention-getting issues. 
 
Agree or For 
 
     A great deal of people are strongly in favor of the legitimacy of marriage for same-sex 
couples on the basis of several reasons.<-Topic Sentence Firstly, they are convinced that 
being able to pick the spouse of any gender should definitely be allowed for the fact that 
"everyone is born equal" despite the discrepancy in sexual orientation. Secondly, 
homosexuals are frequently believed to be promiscuous, for which results in a high 
prevalence rate of sexually transmitted diseases inclusive of notoriously intimidating AIDS. 
Subsuming gay marriage into the institution empowers the legal system to impel those 
same-sex couples to keep their "being there for each other, no matter in sickness or in 
health" commitment to only one single person on the strength of ordinance, which sets 
lawful limitations on the selection of sexual partners to a certain extent as well as provides 
valid assurance for the mate. 
<-Reasons Up to date, a couple of countries or state governments such as Spain, the 
Netherlands, Denmark and California of the USA have already legitimated homosexual 
marriage, with Denmark being the very first one to take action.<-Examples 
 
Disagree or Against 
 
     On the other hand, plenty of folks are opposed to authorizing marriage for same-sex 
pairs in view of various explanations.<-Topic sentence To name a few, for example, there 
has been an argument "God made Adam and Eve, not Adam and Steve," indicating that the 
biological and anatomical differences between men and women exist causally, which is 
apparently for producing offspring to carry on the family name, whereas parents consisting 
of homosexuals can purely have kids via adoption. <-reasons This may lead to the lack of 



maternity or fatherhood for those children, which will perhaps bring about personality or 
gender identity disorders in the future, as what I have observed in a few patients when 
doing the clerkship in the psychiatry department of Massachusetts General 
Hospital.<-examples 
 
Conclusion 
 
     On account of the complexity, dispute over the legitimacy of gay marriage will affirmably 
continue to wax and wane in years to come. However, it is needless to say that more 
supplemental measures, including comprehensive regulations and thorough mental 
evaluations, are undoubtedly in demand all the same. 
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